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Issue 66: December 21, 2020 
 

IGO Lithium. (In)dependence on China’s Tianqi 
 

First of all, welcome IGO Ltd to the lithium industry and congratulations to Tianqi Lithium’s wily 
billionaire Chairman, Jiang Weiping, who’s coyote ugly $4.1B 24% SQM purchase in 2018’s Year of the 
Dog seemed to me likely to result in a zombie debt restructure with the following outcome for him: 
 

 
Ironically, Tesla’s Project Roadrunner may have saved him from blowing up. A key takeaway from 
Battery Day was the strong case for S3XY lithium hydroxide for ex-China markets in particular. And, for 
hard rock as its preferred feedstock. Check out this YouTube presentation I gave recently at Fastmarkets 
Lithium Supply conference. China’s early recovery from COVID has also helped, lifting carbonate prices a 
bit. Ditto Pilbara consolidating Altura spodumene into care and maintenance. Autumn’s lithium animal 
spirits have raised the value of Tianqi’s SQM holding along with many other lithium shares.  
 
That China is maneuvering to hold onto Greenbushes is not a surprise. My speculation that China Girl 
Ganfeng or CATL might takeover Tianqi rested on an expectation of true distress – these groups tend 
NOT to overpay – and the ouster/dilution of Mr. Jiang. Congrats too to investment bank Grant Samuel 
for a well-run cross-border M&A process. That it attracted significant interest in Greenbushes and 
Kwinana from Big Mining – market talk suggests that FMG, BHP, Rio and others had a good look – is not 
a surprise. Likewise, that these companies balked at a non-control investment.  

--- 

“any mining companies out there, please mine more nickel” – Elon Musk, July 2020 
 
At a time of frayed relations with China, that a mid-sized Aussie producer - one of a few nearly pure 
nickel plays - would bend over backwards and raise substantial new equity for the privilege of being a 
junior, minority partner to lithium decisions controlled in Chengdu, is Tottering Tianqi’s BIG SURPRISE. 
 

“We do not believe that we were the top bidder…we were prepared to consider a transaction 
structure that worked for Tianqi… – Peter Bradford, IGO’s MD, December 2020 

 
IGO came on my radar this summer as I looked past pumpernickel promotes and found Nickel Nirvana 
with Talon Metals. The full ~1X NPV or $1.1B price IGO paid in 2015 to Mark Creasy & the rest of Sirius 
Resources shareholders for the PFS-stage Nova-Bollinger nickel project in West Australia is a benchmark 
Talon uses for their comparable high grade nickel sulfide asset Tamarack in Minnesota, USA. Worth 
pondering is why a 10-year mine life project like Nova garnered such a full multiple to NPV while world 
class, longer lived lithium development projects trade at meaningful discounts. But I digress. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9oJCbTWDHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9oJCbTWDHw
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Panda Bear Tianqi Hugs IGO 
 

“IGO Electrified: Acquisition is a Game Changer” – Credit Suisse 
“IGO – Clear Pivot to Become a Benchmark EV Miner” – UBS 

“IGO: 6-year nickel + 49% Lithium HoldCo Does Not a Specialty Chemicals Multiple Make” – RK Equity  
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I’d like to thank IGO Managing Director’s Peter Bradford for making available in the public market 
enormous detail about the lithium industry’s most important hard rock mine. Not since the red herring 
prospectus from Tianqi’s aborted 2018 IPO has Mr. Market lithium been able to look inside 
Greenbushes. Ditto the sunlight into Tianqi’s massively over budget hydroxide plant – KwinaNemaska. 
 
A past Lithium Bull excerpt shows Greenbushes assessed in that prospectus at ~USD3.5B, based on a 
thorough “Competent Person’s Report” prepared by Behr Dohlbear:  
 

 
 
IGO is paying USD1.4B for exposure to a 49% minority stake in the Kwinana hydroxide refinery plus 25% 
exposure to Greenbushes.  Attributing USD 350M of this purchase price to Kwinana - 50% of USD700M 
sunk costs – is reasonable. Which means IGO is paying USD 1.05B for Greenbushes, equivalent to 
USD4.2B for 100% of the asset - 20% higher than the USD3.5B valuation assessed 2018. This could 
account for expansion capex spent at Greenbushes since 2018; and looking forward to more buoyant 
hydroxide prices than 2018’s peaks. USD4.2B is also 4X what Rockwood (now Albemarle) paid Tianqi in 
May 2014 for 49% of Greenbushes (USD 475M = USD970M 100% equivalent) on an absolute basis, and 
more than 2X on a price per ton of Greenbushes LCE capacity.  

 
 

 Sidebar: Hat tip to Ken Brinsden MD at Pilbara Minerals for his lithium “Deal of the Year” 
USD175M consolidation of Altura, which looks materially more accretive. Why didn’t IGO 
compete here for a lithium asset they could 100% control for ~1/6th the price? 

 
IGO’s sunlight into Greenbushes and Kwinana costs/margins: 
 

• USD 217 LOM opex/t Greenbushes 

• USD 4,000 Kwinana LiOH conversion cost 

• USD 7,525 AISC LiOH opex, assuming arms-length SC6 purchases between $510-610. 
 50-60% EBITDA margin 
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KISS Growth Equity Valuations – 2025 EV/EBITDA 
 
Lithium HoldCo is ostensibly a vehicle for all Tianqi/IGO activities outside of China. But, beyond existing 
Greenbushes/Kwinana production/plans already tabled or highly likely, I find it too speculative to affix 
any value to IGO beyond 2025 guidance. 

   
To KISS a 2025 EBITDA valuation, if Lithium HoldCo executes well, IGO’s EBITDA share could be ~$290M, 
optimistically assuming: a) Kwinana smoothly operating at 90% 48,000 mt capacity (IGO 49%); and b) 
~1,500 kta spodumene concentrate at Greenbushes (IGO 25%), assuming 90% capacity for chemical 
grade plant + technical grade plant + successful implementation of the Tailing Retreatment plant. Adding 
to IGO’s USD1.4B purchase price an additional ~$260M through 2025 to account for: a) its share of 
Greenbushes JV debt; and b) its share of Kwinana trains 1 and 2 working capital, construction and 
maintenance capex: 
 

 USD1.66B Enterprise Value 
 2025 5.7X EV/EBITDA  
 10.7 2021 EV/EBITDA discounting 2025 4 years at 17% weighted average cost of capital 
 Not crazy, considering: a) Rockwood paid 16.7X trailing EBITDA for 49% Talison in 2014; b) rare 

earths play MP Materials trades today at $4.5B on NYSE for expected $250M 2023 EBITDA 
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The Price Is Right 
 

For lithium market analysis and pricing, IGO, like Ganfeng for its 2018 Hong Kong IPO, selected big 
brand CRU, who’s prior public goading of peers like Benchmark Minerals Intelligence and Roskill is 
belied by CRU’s similar $12,000-14,000 hydroxide and $510-610 SC6 price forecasts.  
 
My forecasted EBITDA, EV/EBITDA and EBITDA margins above assume $13,000 LiOH and $575 SC6.  
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Mr. Market has responded well to the Lithium HoldCo deal narrative, which IGO referenced a full 13 
times in their conference call script as positioning themselves as a “clean energy metals” play. As of this 
writing, IGO shares are up 23% to AUD6.26 from AUD5.09 before the announcement and a full 36% 
above the AUD4.60 institutional equity placing and retail entitlement offer. IGO 13% shareholder Mark 
Creasy’s A$20M commitment for his entitlement is a positive signal. I sense a principal logic behind this 
deal was the allure of the mouthwatering multiples affixed to the specialty chemical lithium Big 5: 
Albemarle, Ganfeng, SQM, Tianqi and Livent.  
 

 
 
I’m not convinced that IGO – today a middling USD 3.6B market value – will succeed with that: 6-year 
nickel life + 49% Lithium HoldCo does not a specialty chemicals multiple make.  
 
Mineral Resources has a better case for such a re-rating in my opinion, and part of why I’m such a big 
fan and shareholder of this well managed and diversified WA-focused resource play (not advice. DYOR). 
MIN’s 50% Mt Marion JV with Ganfeng stipulates SC6 pricing linked to carbonate and hydroxide prices in 
and outside of China. MIN’s MARBL JV with Albemarle gives it 40% free carry on 50kta Kemerton 
hydroxide. Why shouldn’t Mr. Market put ALB-like multiples on these lithium tons?  
 
Oh, and MIN still has equity exposure to Pilbara and a mine services agreement at Pilgangoora. MIN’s 
long, life of mine services agreements offer stable predictable cash flows – in good and bad markets 
MIN’s founder/CEO Chris Ellison has ensured project owners always must pay MIN. These higher quality 
earnings deserve a higher multiple in my view than cyclical commodities like IGO with exposure to 1 or 2 
mines. Unless and until MIN re-rates, I would not count on the prospect that ASX investors will pay up 
for IGO’s clean energy metals narrative the way NYSE or China investors pay up for the specialty 
chemicals lithium Big 5.  IGO’s short nickel life, minority lithium assets and absence of lithium IP doesn’t 
justify takeover premium potential implied in Livent and Albemarle’s valuation in my opinion.   
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Watch and Wait 
 
What follows are some observations from IGO’s detailed presentation, press release and conference call 
as well some broader lithium industry takeaways. 
 

• Partnerships/shared risk continues to be pervasive in lithium mining and processing. 
 

• Quality hard rock-to-hydroxide assets/equities in Tier One jurisdictions continue to attract 
substantial financing commitments and/or substantial M&A premiums to other types of lithium 
projects (Tianqi/SQM lunacy notwithstanding).  IGO/Tianqi (USD1.4B) follows Pallinghurst & 
Livent/Nemaska (USD1B expected commitment) and last year’s Albemarle/Wodgina (USD1.3B 
– 60%) and Wesfarmers/Kidman (USD575M – 50%). 

   
 Integrated hard rock-to-hydroxide developers have scarcity value: e.g, Piedmont Lithium, 

European Metals Holdings, Critical Elements Lithium and Frontier Lithium  
 

• Minority equity interests and/or lack of off-take doesn’t necessarily receive discounted equity 
valuations, so long as the partners of juniors are perceived in high regard.  
 

 Smackover: Standard Lithium (30%)/Lanxess (70%) – zero offtake to SLL 
 Cauchari: Lithium Americas (49%)/Ganfeng (51%) – minimal stage one offtake to LAC for 

20 years 
 

• Should Lithium HoldCo deal conclude, the lithium analyst community will have continuous 
disclosure through IGO of what’s going on at Greenbushes/Kwinana - this will be very helpful to 
inform decisions about broader supply/demand and pricing. And, about ALB. 

 

• West Australia hydroxide conversion is not cheap – USD 4,000 conversion costs reflects high 
cost labor, natural gas and electricity. 5% state royalties and high corporate taxes further hinder 
the true bottom line - net after tax cash flows. Will Lithium HoldCo or ALB Kemerton build 
beyond 48/50kt LiOH tons in West Australia? Or localized plants in Europe and/or USA instead? 

 

• It still remains a mystery why Tianqi is giving up partial control of a business which it controls, 
but didn’t sell its large passive minority SQM stake to help pay down its debt – especially 
considering SQM’s recent bounce in price. I heard Tianqi tried, but there were no takers for the 
block. And, because these shares have different rights than SQM ordinary shares they could not 
execute easily what I’ve advocated for – a broadly syndicated ADR placement to international 
institutions and local shares to Chilean pensions. I’m still looking for clarity on this.  
 

• Might SQM double or triple in price during the ensuing lithium 3.0 boom making Tianqi’s $65 
purchase look smart a few years from now? It’s certainly possible. Might China – through Tianqi 
– bully Chile into complicating SQM’s lease renewal (in 2030) and/or take further steps toward 
the ChiNationalization of the People’s Lithium? Also possible.  
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Lithium HoldCo - Key Risks 
 
IGO’s 72-page Lithium HoldCo presentation has a full 11-pages of “Key Risks” which investors should be 
careful not to dismiss as boilerplate footnotes. Enticing as is the potential for 50-60% EBITDA margins, it 
should be recognized that Tianqi today is not a meaningful supplier of premium-priced battery quality 
hydroxide. My contacts in the industry report Tianqi is principally a carbonate player in China and they 
struggle with hydroxide quality. Key off-take customer “wins” from Kwinana with Northvolt and LG 
Chem still need to be qualified.  
 
IGO’s conference call script… 
 

“The world-class Kwinana refinery is Australia's first lithium hydroxide refinery and is the first 
fully automated lithium hydroxide refinery in the world. Kwinana leverages off IP developed by 
Tianqi over many years. Consequently, based on work by CRU, Kwinana is expected to be a 
bottom-quartile cost producer by 2025.” 

 
…should be weighed against page 58’s “Kwinana LiOH Plant Risks”: 
 

• Kwinana Train 1 has not yet been commissioned. There is no operational history or performance 
on the plant, hence there is a risk associated with the key performance and design criteria which 
have yet to be tested or confirmed. This could include but not be limited to recoveries, 
throughputs, plant availability and product specifications; 

• Construction is yet to be completed on Train 2, there is a risk that the capital expenditure 
involved in completion may exceed cost estimates. 

 
And… 

 
“we have developed strong relationships with the Founder and Chair of Tianqi…” 

 
…could be thought of in the context of IGO providing Tianqi non-China cover when interfacing with 
Western OEMs: e.g. Northvolt is more “secure” buying, not from “China’s Tianqi,” but IGO/Tianqi 
Lithium HoldCo - mined and processed in West Australia.  But is IGO in any position to negotiate 
hydroxide pricing? And if not, might Tianqi – like Ganfeng – undercut pricing for the prestige and market 
share of these OEMs?  
 

It should not be taken for granted that poor historic execution by Tianqi will suddenly turn into solid 
operational execution – on capex, opex, customer qualification or selling price. 
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Debt Funding Risk 
 
Recall my Lithium 2.0: Lessons Learned: 
 

• 100% Reliance on China Kills Equity 

• Secured Debt Kills Equity 
 
Apart from the equity dilution IGO is undertaking, the short loan tenor below compares to MIN’s more 
favorable unsecured 8.125% 8-year $700M Eurobond last year. 
 

 
 
I don’t believe IGO’s 15% gearing will be a deal killer. And Tropicana should certainly be able to be 
monetized. But other “Key Risks” have some potential to throw a spanner into the works. 
 
Albemarle has been on record of wanting to have control of Greenbushes. There is some chance that 
the IGO/Tianqi deal may be classified as a “change of control”. In which case ALB could have an opening 
to exercise its right of first refusal (ROFR) and take control. ALB has spent plenty of time fighting various 
legal issues in the various countries in which it operates over the years.  
 
Separately, Tianqi still needs to restructure the rest of its debt (I understand they may be in market with 
an equity deal), which, if unsuccessful, may result in some default and trigger ALB’s ROFR.  I am by no 
means suggesting these are likely outcomes, but they are certainly not impossible. 

 
For further detail on these aspects, the next two sections 

copy verbatim the Counterparty and Change of Control Key Risks  
on page 56-57 of the IGO December 9, 2020 presentation 
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Counterparty Risk 
 
IGO’s Joint venture partners will include: 
 

• Tianqi Lithium Corporation in relation to the Kwinana Hydroxide Plant; 

• Tianqi Lithium Corporation and, indirectly, RT Lithium Limited (wholly owned by Albemarle), in 
relation to the Greenbushes mine. 

 
Failure of agreement or alignment with IGO’s joint venture partner(s) could have an adverse effect on 
IGO’s business and its operational or financial performance.  
 
The failure of the joint venture partners to meet their share of the funding requirements of the relevant 
operations and to share costs and liabilities may result in increased costs to IGO. IGO is unable to predict 
the risk of financial failure or devalue by a joint venture partner (present or future). 
 
Tianqi has a significant amount of debt and is in the process of implementing a restructure of its 
liabilities. The funds from the Proposed Acquisition will be used principally to reduce Tianqi’s debt. 
However, the further reduction of Tianqi’s debt levels depends on its ability to implement actions in the 
future for example via a refinancing or the raising of additional equity. Failure by Tianqi to repay or 
refinance its debts as and when they fall due following completion of its debt restructure occurring in 
conjunction with the Proposed Acquisition may result in an insolvency event occurring in respect of 
Tianqi. 
 
IGO may have certain remedies against Tianqi under the transaction documents relating to the Proposed 
Acquisition in respect of breaches of those documents (such as a right to recover damages for breach or 
under an indemnity or a buy-out right in respect of Tianqi shares in Windfield Holdings in the event of 
insolvency). 
 
However, the obligations of Tianqi under these documents are not secured which means that, if IGO had 
a right to recover damages for breach or under an indemnity and Tianqi were to become subject to an 
insolvency event, IGO’s rights to enforce those obligations would be those of an unsecured creditor only. 
 
In addition, if IGO were to exercise its buy-out right in the event of a Tianqi insolvency, this would trigger 
a change of control under the Greenbushes Shareholders Agreement 
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Change of Control Risk 
 
As is customary for joint venture agreements (in this case a shareholder’s agreement establishing the 
incorporated joint venture in respect of Greenbushes) it is an event of default under the Greenbushes 
Shareholders Agreement if a shareholder of Windfield Holdings Pty Ltd (being the entity which holds the 
Greenbushes mine) is subject to a change of control without the consent of the other shareholder. 
The Proposed Acquisition involves the acquisition by IGO of a minority interest in Lithium HoldCo (the 
Tianqi entity, which, following completion of an internal restructure will be the holder of shares of 
Windfield Holdings Pty Ltd) and therefore in IGO’s view does not constitute a change of control in Lithium 
HoldCo. 
 
However, in the event that RT Lithium Limited is able to establish that there is a change of control at 
Lithium HoldCo as a result of completion of the Proposed Acqusition or as a result of matters occurring 
after the Proposed Acquisition, RT Lithium Limited would have the right under the Greenbushes 
Shareholders Agreement to acquire all of Lithium HoldCo’s shares in Windfield Holdings Pty Ltd for fair 
market value and, if RT Lithium Limited exercised this right, Lithium HoldCo would no longer have 
exposure to the Greenbushes Lithium mine and its right to offtake would be reduced. If this occurs, it 
could have a materially adverse effect on IGO and its share price. In addition, depending on market 
conditions, the fair market value received for Lithium HoldCo’s shares in Windfield Holdings may at the 
relevant time be less than the portion of the price paid in the Proposed Acquisition attributable to the 
indirect exposure to Greenbushes and Lithium HoldCo would need to determine how to distribute the 
proceeds received to Tianqi and IGO as shareholders. IGO would then need to consider alternative uses 
for, or ways to return, the proceeds received from the sale of Lithium HoldCo’s shares in Windfield 
Holdings Pty Ltd. 
 
Certain other contracts or other commercial arrangements in relation to the Greenbushes Lithium Mine 
and/or Kwinana Lithium Hydroxide Plant may contain change of control clauses or similar/other 
provisions that may be triggered if there is, in the future, a change of control in relation to the entities 
holding those assets. If the relevant counterparties do not provide the necessary consents (or waivers), 
then this may result in the termination of the applicable arrangements, the suspension of services or 
supplies under them or contractual damages or other payments being required. This may have an 
adverse effect on the operational or financial performance of the Greenbushes Lithium Mine and/or 
Kwinana Lithium Hydroxide Plant and, in turn, IGO’s operational or financial performance. 
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Disclaimer  

 
Lithium-ion Rocks, Rock Stock Channel and Lithium-ion Bull are periodic publications, written and/or 
produced by RK Equity Advisors, LLC. In this article/episode and any other newsletters, podcasts or videos 
Howard Klein and/or RK Equity affiliate Rodney Hooper may share some rationale for a stock in which we 
have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in our own retirement or taxable accounts. 
If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of anything written in this or any other 
Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast or Rock Stock Channel video, that is your free choice. But 
to be clear, the commentary you’re reading, hearing or seeing is not investment advice, nor a 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. RK Equity, Howard Klein and Rodney Hooper are not 
registered investment advisors nor a broker-dealer.  We may act, or may have acted in the past, as a 
financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or 
may have received, remuneration for services from those companies. Howard Klein, Rodney Hooper, RK 
Equity may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of 
course, to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of December 
21, 2020 RK Equity, Howard Klein or Rodney Hooper own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont 
Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, Albermarle, Livent, European Metals Holdings, Bacanora, Critical Elements, 
Frontier Lithium, MP Materials, Camino Corp, Talon Metals, Nouveau Monde Graphite and have or have 
had over the past 60 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, 
CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Critical Elements, Nouveau 
Monde Graphite, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Camino Corp, Bacanora, European Metals Holdings, 
Savannah Resources, Talon Metals, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information 
contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer 
nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 


